
 

Generative AI: Five essential reads about the
new era of creativity, job anxiety,
misinformation, bias and plagiarism
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The light and dark sides of AI have been in the public spotlight for many
years. Think facial recognition, algorithms making loan and sentencing
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recommendations, and medical image analysis. But the impressive—and
sometimes scary—capabilities of ChatGPT, DALL-E 2 and other
conversational and image-conjuring artificial intelligence programs feel
like a turning point.

The key change has been the emergence within the last year of powerful
generative AI, software that not only learns from vast amounts of data
but also produces things—convincingly written documents, engaging
conversation, photorealistic images and clones of celebrity voices.

Generative AI has been around for nearly a decade, as long-standing 
worries about deepfake videos can attest. Now, though, the AI models
have become so large and have digested such vast swaths of the internet
that people have become unsure of what AI means for the future of
knowledge work, the nature of creativity and the origins and truthfulness
of content on the internet.

Here are five articles from our archives the take the measure of this new
generation of artificial intelligence.

1. Generative AI and work

A panel of five AI experts discussed the implications of generative AI
for artists and knowledge workers. It's not simply a matter of whether
the technology will replace you or make you more productive.

University of Tennessee computer scientist Lynne Parker wrote that
while there are significant benefits to generative AI, like making
creativity and knowledge work more accessible, the new tools also have
downsides. Specifically, they could lead to an erosion of skills like
writing, and they raise issues of intellectual property protections given
that the models are trained on human creations.
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https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/12/openai-chatgpt-chatbot-messages/672411/
https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-65296763
https://doi.org/10.1109/ICASSP.2018.8462018
https://papers.nips.cc/paper_files/paper/2014/hash/5ca3e9b122f61f8f06494c97b1afccf3-Abstract.html
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/ideas-made-to-matter/deepfakes-explained
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=XxGyUpAAAAAJ&hl=en
https://techxplore.com/tags/new+tools/


 

University of Colorado Boulder computer scientist Daniel Acuña has
found the tools to be useful in his own creative endeavors but is
concerned about inaccuracy, bias and plagiarism.

University of Michigan computer scientist Kentaro Toyama wrote that
human skill is likely to become costly and extraneous in some fields. "If
history is any guide, it's almost certain that advances in AI will cause
more jobs to vanish, that creative-class people with human-only skills
will become richer but fewer in number, and that those who own
creative technology will become the new mega-rich."

Florida International University computer scientist Mark Finlayson
wrote that some jobs are likely to disappear, but that new skills in
working with these AI tools are likely to become valued. By analogy, he
noted that the rise of word processing software largely eliminated the
need for typists but allowed nearly anyone with access to a computer to
produce typeset documents and led to a new class of skills to list on a
resume.

University of Colorado Anschutz biomedical informatics researcher 
Casey Greene wrote that just as Google led people to develop skills in
finding information on the internet, AI language models will lead people
to develop skills to get the best output from the tools. "As with many 
technological advances, how people interact with the world will change
in the era of widely accessible AI models. The question is whether
society will use this moment to advance equity or exacerbate disparities."

2. Conjuring images from words

Generative AI can seem like magic. It's hard to imagine how image-
generating AIs can take a few words of text and produce an image that
matches the words.
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https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=GAi23ssAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=JdxjEQIAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=X8peo3AAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=ETJoidYAAAAJ&hl=en
https://techxplore.com/tags/technological+advances/


 

Hany Farid, a University of California, Berkeley computer scientist who
specializes in image forensics, explained the process. The software is
trained on a massive set of images, each of which includes a short text
description.

"The model progressively corrupts each image until only visual noise
remains, and then trains a neural network to reverse this corruption.
Repeating this process hundreds of millions of times, the model learns
how to convert pure noise into a coherent image from any caption," he
wrote.

3. Marking the machine

Many of the images produced by generative AI are difficult to
distinguish from photographs, and AI-generated video is rapidly
improving. This raises the stakes for combating fraud and
misinformation. Fake videos of corporate executives could be used to
manipulate stock prices, and fake videos of political leaders could be
used to spread dangerous misinformation.

Farid explained how it's possible to produce AI-generated photos and
video that contain watermarks verifying that they are synthetic. The trick
is to produce digital watermarks that can't be altered or removed. "These
watermarks can be baked into the generative AI systems by
watermarking all the training data, after which the generated content will
contain the same watermark," he wrote.

4. Flood of ideas

For all the legitimate concern about the downsides of generative AI, the
tools are proving to be useful for some artists, designers and writers.
People in creative fields can use the image generators to quickly sketch
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https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=3OKn_UYAAAAJ&hl=en
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out ideas, including unexpected off-the-wall material.

Rochester Institute of Technology industrial designer and professor Juan
Noguera and his students use tools like DALL-E or Midjourney to
produce thousands of images from abstract ideas—a sort of sketchbook
on steroids.

"Enter any sentence—no matter how crazy—and you'll receive a set of
unique images generated just for you. Want to design a teapot? Here,
have 1,000 of them," he wrote. "While only a small subset of them may
be usable as a teapot, they provide a seed of inspiration that the designer
can nurture and refine into a finished product."

5. Shortchanging the creative process

However, using AI to produce finished artworks is another matter,
according to Nir Eisikovits and Alec Stubbs, philosophers at the Applied
Ethics Center at University of Massachusetts Boston. They note that the
process of making art is more than just coming up with ideas.

The hands-on process of producing something, iterating the process and
making refinements—often in the moment in response to audience
reactions—are indispensable aspects of creating art, they wrote.

"It is the work of making something real and working through its details
that carries value, not simply that moment of imagining it," they wrote.
"Artistic works are lauded not merely for the finished product, but for
the struggle, the playful interaction and the skillful engagement with the
artistic task, all of which carry the artist from the moment of inception
to the end result."

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://www.no.com.gt/
https://www.no.com.gt/
https://www.umb.edu/faculty_staff/bio/nir_eisikovits
https://www.alecstubbs.info/
https://www.umb.edu/ethics
https://www.umb.edu/ethics
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/generative-ai-5-essential-reads-about-the-new-era-of-creativity-job-anxiety-misinformation-bias-and-plagiarism-203746
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